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Italys War on Crime

by Marco Fanini

Terrorism is returning in Italy
the POE (Partito Operaio Europeo),

Serious acts of terrorism could happen in Italy at any moment, as

the Italian co-thinker organization of

terrorist groups are being re-organized and re-armed.

EIR-founder Lyndon LaRouche.
It should be noted that even if the
Carabinieri stop the Red Brigades from
reorganizing, there is a danger from

T he possibility of a renewed terror

groups of people with a remarkable
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cultural preparation who are practic

Interior Minister Scalfaro and repre

ing self-criticism....

linked ideologically to Islam. The
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Grand Mufti, Mussolini, and Hitler
should be remembered.
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the Secret Services. Very little was
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revealed of this summit, but it is known

tonomia Operaia without having them
answer any questions on terrorist net

and in Italy it is difficult to say what

that the following considerations led
to the conclusion of an imminent ter

works and members.All they must do

rorist renewal:

is promise never to use terrorism again.
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New links between Italian and
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When these "little angels" are free,
they will probably march on Comiso,

foreign terrorism;
Red Brigades recruitment of

protest against U.S. missile deploy
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ra, and close collaboration between

and worse.

the Mafia and Red Brigades;
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Increasing reactivation of the

"Roman column" of the Red Brigades;
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Attempted weapons theft in a

deposit belonging to the air force.

fascist groups like Terza Posizione,
Avanguardia Nazionale, or the Ste
fano Delle Chiaie group are doing.
Claudio Mutti-the fascist leader of
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Weapons and money are not a se
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is said that Terza Posizione now is

The Islamic threat is not a reli

totally Islamic, which would warrant
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and the Nazi International.The target
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Sardo) which was involved in the kid

is Europe, or rather, the decoupling of

napping of the Rome jeweller Bulgari.
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Given this situation, the following
are the obvious problems which the
new terrorist groups will have to solve:
recruitment, weapons, and money.

collaboration between the KGB and
the Nazis is not astonishing.

On the other hand, the Italian gov
ernment is deceiving itself with the
hope that Italy will be spared the Shi'ite
terrorist attacks. The religious leader
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of the Amal Shi'ites, Sheikh Mo
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On recruitment, advice was given
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of American policy could be hit, even
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